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Subgroup summary

Matrices refer to subgroup numbers
[] = context numbers

subgroup 1: N/S Ditch
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N-S V-shaped ditch along west edge of site, at least 1.35m deep but not fully excavated . 
Observations outside site indicated  ditch at least 5.00m wide. Fills  included  human 
bone, unclear whether backfilled or silted up? Possibly latest fill [2] backfill?

Subgroup 2: ?Plough soil
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 natural brickearth

Two deposits [28] and [16] overlying natural brickearth interpreted as plough/cultivation 
soil.

Subgroup 3: Fills?
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Two deposits cut  by subgroup 4  with some building material.  A different sequence of 
deposits were recorded on the  north side of  cut [17], see subgroups 2 and 5 with natural 
brickearth at 11.80m OD. The brickearth is at 11.60m OD below  subgroup 3, i.e truncated, 



suggesting this subgroup are fills of a cut the limits of which extended beyond the limits of 
excavation, even another inhumation?

Subgroup 4: Possible inhumation
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E-W cut, 0.85m deep, 1.15m wide. Interpreted in the original archive as a robber cut due to 
presence of building material in the fills. It does appear to have an articulated lower leg 
within the fills (see photograph BW 5811). It is more probable that it is a wide E-W grave 
cut  possibly with an  internal  structure  (collapsed?)  as  seen at  other  sites e.g.  MSL87, 
subgroup H8, single burial with internal structure over 1.30m wide.

Subgroup 5:
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A sequence  of   layers  overlying subgroup  2.  Only recorded in  section,  interpretation 
uncertain.   

Subgroup 6: External surface?
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Mortar spread [27] overlain by possible gravel surface [26] overlain by charcoal rich layer 
[25] and subsequently cut by inhumation subgroup 7. These layers are truncated on all sides 
so interpretation of surface difficult. Possible track? or hard standing? 

Subgroup 7: N-S inhumation
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N-S inhumation. Skeleton [9] contained within wooden coffin (in situ nails) with "chalk" 
deposit both under and over the body.

Subgroup 8: Chalk wall

Noted in watching brief a N-S chalk wall [4], 0.90m wide. Recorded on plan 4 and 5. No 
other deposits recorded, interpretation unclear, ?possible medieval wall? 

Subgroup 9: ?possible N-S inhumation

A cut was noted in the watching brief on the north edge of the site being 0.70m wide, 0.50m 
deep with the base at 11.15m OD. It was roughly located and photographed (BW photo 
5811). In the original archive report it was recorded as a robber cut perpendicular and hence 
related to subgroup 4. It is more probable that it is a N-S inhumation.

Natural

Top of brickearth was at 11.80m OD, depth of brickearth or top of sand and gravel not 
recorded.

Photographs

The colour and black/white photographs are numbered according to the ILAU/DGLA(N) 
system. Colour photographs are at Lever Street (nos 20187 to 20235).

Burial photo

Either 5788 or 5792

Dating

No prehistoric activity recorded. 



Dates by Jo Groves based on Steve Pierrpoint's spot date file. Pottery lost so not seen.

subgroup  description pot dates
------------------------------------------

1 N-S ditch 120-160
2 ?soil  40-250
4 ?inhumation 250-400
5  layers         120-160
6 surface 240-400
7 inhumation 240-400
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